Linda Ann Lacombe Chuter
April 20, 1953 - August 5, 2020

Linda Ann Lacombe Chuter went to be with her Heavenly Father on Wednesday, August
5, 2020 at the age of 67.
Beloved wife of Philip Anthony Chuter. Loving mother of Jason Chuter (Holly), Desiree’
Chuter (Brian) and Amber Chuter (C.W.). Daughter of the late Azalena Marie Dauzat
Lacombe and Edward Anthony Lacombe. Sister of Ronald Lacombe (Carol) and the late
Gary Lacombe. Grandmother of Cody (Courtney), Kailyn, Destiny, Alexis, Hailey, Tessa,
Aaron, Austin, Elijah, Cohen, Colton, Tristan, Trenton and Tevin. Great-grandmother of
Emory and Riley. Aunt of Lori Lacombe, Lori Clement (Rodney), Lisa Trosclair (Nathaniel),
Edward Lacombe (Monica), and Kelly Speas (Joel).
On this earth Linda had many loves. It brought her overwhelming joy watching her
grandchildren play baseball! She thoroughly enjoyed water parks and boat rides. Nothing
brought Linda more internal happiness than holidays spent with her family. Especially
Halloween, Mardi Gras and the festivities involved. Linda had a personal and spiritual
relationship with our Lord and Savior Jesus Christ, in fact she spoke often and openly
about her excitement in knowing she would join Him one day in paradise.

A celebration of her life will be held at a later date.

Comments

“

Phil and Linda were such wonderful and enjoyable friends in our little cove where we
all enjoyed cookouts every weekend.. Our favorite neighborhood ever. We will
continue to pray for sweet Phil and the family.

Melanie Upton - August 07, 2020 at 12:44 PM

“

Mrs. Linda, I will miss our talks at the ball park and at Desi’s house. Thanks for
always making my family feel so welcomed with yours and I promise to always love
Cohen as my own. RIP sweet lady. Until we meet again.
The Shalett Family

jennifer Shalett - August 07, 2020 at 12:35 PM

“

I’ll never forget those nights in the bedroom staying up watching Unwrapped and
Good Eats. Those years we stayed up late on Lundi Gras, sleeping outside on the
parade routes in the car so we would have prime spots for Mardi Gras. Our trip to the
waterpark that we had to take every single year because I got my love of water parks
and swimming from you. I’m gonna miss all the love laughter and even the fighting
that we used to do, my life will never be the same anymore mama. I love you and
miss you so incredibly much.

Amber Chuter - August 07, 2020 at 11:54 AM

